MALEESA MEYERS
BIO

Scottsdale, Arizona

An experienced health coach and Chiropractic Assistant for 30 years, MaLeesa started her work in
the Midwest. She was the Executive Director for five integrated wellness clinics outside of Chicago.
She worked directly with patients and physicians as a liaison to guarantee quality of care. In 2000
MaLeesa relocated to Arizona to facilitate the opening of a multi-million-dollar wellness institute.
MaLeesa is a certified strategic intervention life coach, heart centered breath therapist, AddHeart
facilitator, Philanthropist, wife for 25 years and mother of two children. MaLeesa specializes in
emotional detoxification, helping her clients to overcome toxicity resulting from infidelity, loss,
abandonment, and indifference. She works with men, women, and teens. Her intent is to help her
clients to connect heart, mind, and emotions to make contribution obtainable. Her business is the
INSPIRATION CONNECTION and is located in Scottsdale Arizona. MaLeesa does remote coaching
and is available to help clients anywhere.
MaLeesa has been an active member of our community. She previously served as a CASA (Court
Appointed Special Advocate) in Arizona helping courts to determine the best placement for foster
children. MaLeesa was also the founder and Executive Director for the non-profit organization
GLOBAL CHILD ADVOCATES. She worked tirelessly for six years and served as the voice for
abused, abandoned and foster children in Arizona and China. This experience helped MaLeesa to
realize how important contributing beyond ourselves is to healing emotional traumas.
MaLeesa was the founder of the ADOPTION OPTIONS SEMINAR and obtained the support of the
Phoenix Children Hospital to promote adoption in Arizona. In collaboration with the hospital MaLeesa
coordinated a highly successful information seminar that was held at the hospital.
MaLeesa is the founder of the KIDS CARE CULTURAL COMMUNICATION CLUB which matched
Chinese students with Chinese adopted children in the United Stated. The purpose of the pen pal
group was to bridge the cultural divide and help adopted children to feel connected to their home
country. In addition, the Chinese children were intrigued to find out how children in America lived.
MaLeesa is an international speaker and traveled to Nanchang China to promote the program at
several schools.
MaLeesa and her husband Dr. Duane Meyers live in Scottsdale and have worked together coaching
professional golfers, golf enthusiasts, and college bound golfers. They are Illinois farmers, boaters
and love traveling.
MaLeesa Dee Meyers’ personal statement of truth is: When we are faced with a difficult situation, we
have two choices: hold on to our pain or heal it.

